NOW that the "Quarter Flight Club" nominations are in, it is time for the students of the MIT community the opportunity of a cheap trip to Europe in the company of a fellow traveler. However, it is the favorite tourist sport. However, the MIT family are acquainted with the lure of foreign lands and have mixed some information about "The Monuments of Paris." The city, who comes, bringing American greenbacks, will soon find that the cost of a foreign trip is a large number of francs, the cost of a dinner in a Parisian hotel is a large number of said francs, and he will learn that for that same type of quantity or quality, Paris costs more than New York. Of course, Paris has that charm, that踩e "joie de vivre" that can be found between the sturdy buildings of New York, and your life to be beyond, Street or down to Greenwich Village to have a taste of it.

In Paris, of course, these things are easier to get anywhere you go; but the tourist who comes, bringing American greenbacks, will soon find that the cost of a foreign trip is a large number of francs, the cost of a dinner in a Parisian hotel is a large number of said francs, and he will learn that for that same type of quantity or quality, Paris costs more than New York. Of course, Paris has that charm, that踩e "joie de vivre" that can be found between the sturdy buildings of New York, and your life to be beyond, Street or down to Greenwich Village to have a taste of it.

If you have arrived at the great city, you will want to walk around the city for a long time, to see some of the sights. You can get yourself into the Metro (the Paris city subway system) and take the line to the best known Monument of Paris: the Sacre Coeur de Montmartre and its surrounding district.

SQUASH
(Continued from page 4)

and sophomore Colin Croft of Court, five, and six, Sophomore Bob Hodges, Jim Pennerman and John Lifshitz round out the nine. Backed by good depth, the team will have a slight edge over the non-conference teams in the league.

Leading the little Beavers will be

Backed by an above-average game is brief, but since he had shown a fabulous improvement of the slightly different British game (no opponent while Nelson Stefany took an easy 1-2 in the diving with Ising and Bruce Marshall took first with Elias Zigorra clinching on his heels.

WHAT IS A POET PROTECTOR?
WHAT IS A GERMAN COWBOY?
WHAT IS A BADLY RATTLED CHEF?
WHAT IS A POISONED GARRISON?
WHAT IS A MAN WHO PAINTS SWORDS?
WHAT IS A MUSICIAN WHO WANTS TO BE A DRUGSTORE?
WHAT IS A SCOUT WHO WANTS TO BE A FIREMAN?
WHAT IS A CERTIFICATE WHO WANTS TO BE A BANK?
WHAT IS A RICH, WONDERFULLY GOOD-TASTING TOBACCO?
WHAT IS A PASTIMM TOBACCO?
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WHAT IS A SMOKE THAT'S THE RIGHT SMOKE FOR YOU?
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